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.  ^ch can put up with any form of government provided
e is granted full freedom of action in the interests of justice
^trust, but she cannot be truly free in a free—i.e. a Liberal
te, for Liberalism is not a form of government but a
- of error/'
**^r worse was to come, however, than secret blame or the
^ic praise of an anti-Liberal pamphlet. In the private letter
Dope's secretary had hinted that " the Holy Father would
be able to keep silent as to the merits of certain doctrines
Were being spread to the detriment of the Catholic religion
of society/' A few months later the Syllabus of Current
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was published.1
us famous document was little else than the promulgation
a f tv °® ^ doctrine of the Church of the political philosophy
°. Maistre as re-edited by Veuillot. It proclaimed the most
rigici Ultramontanism; denied the freedom of the Press or
or Worship. condemned universal suffrage and the doctrine of
P°P^lar sovereignty; claimed the right for the Church not only
? .,e entirely free from the civil power but even to remove from
(~* 1 T tv I     1
;*J legislation any enactments of which she might disapprove.
•*• he Syllabus fell, of course, like a bombshell into the ranks
liberal Catholics. Most of them were puzzled and dis-
r5-ctecL Some attempted to explain away the obvious meaning
or  t-k~  document. Dupanloup  published a  commentary,  a
of ingenuity, which would have made of the document
?e more than an academic statement of abstract Catholic
Principles in the face of non-Catholic civilization 2 ; and this
*he first suggestion of such a " catalogue of errors " seems to have come
Olr*the future Pope Leo XIII., then Bishop of Perugia, who in 1849 induced
UfG ?r°vincial Synod of Umbria to ask the Pope to condemn the worst errors
Te time as regards Church authority and property. It was impossible to
^ct ^mediately upon the suggestion, but it was not forgotten by the Jesuits
J^. ° at all times inspired the policy of Pius IX., one of the Society always
.   m8 his confessor), and advocated in their organ the Civilta Cattolica early
p I°St, proceeding much faster after the publication, in 1860, of Bishop
erberfs Instruction pastorale sur diverse* Erreurs du Temps present—a kind
p  advance resume of the Syllabus (Nielsen, The Papacy in the Nineteenth
ltu$> iU pp. 261-262).
The Pope," said Dupanloup, " condemns only the omnipotence of reason,
a certdin kind of progress, but not real progress in science, art, letters, industry,
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